CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS:

- **SEPT 25**: HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF ROMBA (RECOMMENDED FOR FIRST TIMERS)
- **SEPT 27-30**: POST-MBA/ALUMNI PROGRAMMING
- **SEPT 29-30**: PRE-MBA PROGRAMMING
- **OCT 1**: CAREER EXPO
- **OCT 7-9**: MAIN ROMBA CONFERENCE FOR CURRENT MBAS

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO CONNECT WITH OTHERS AT ROMBA, EVEN IF WE ARE VIRTUAL THIS YEAR!

- **Search for other attendees** by school, company, industry, location, or affiliation (i.e. pre/current/post MBA). From their profile, send them a message and introduce yourself. If you’re interested in connecting to ask them questions, we recommend you review their conference and/or LinkedIn profile first so you can tailor your message to their experience.

- **Drop into our Public Forums** (under Conversations) to meet others with like interests.

- **Join our Drop-In Networking Sessions** on Saturday, Oct 9 from 2-3pm CT. These are less structured sessions where you can drop in and say hi to others who share your interest. There will be a facilitator to help people get introduced and acquainted.

- **Come to our Receptions**. Each reception will kick off with a short chat/Q&A with ROMBA alumni, then we’ll breakout into smaller groups where you can continue conversations with smaller groups in a more intimate setting.

- **Stick around after the breakout sessions** for a 10-minute debrief with other attendees and to exchange your info!

Conference Info and Full Agenda: [www.reachingoutmba.org/romba-conference](http://www.reachingoutmba.org/romba-conference)

Virtual Event takes place at: [romba2021.pathable.co](http://romba2021.pathable.co)